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Abstract: 
 

UVA LED technology is confronted with diminishing returns in efficiency due to the physical 
properties of the semiconductor materials. For UV curing systems to continue to see further 
improvements in processing times, curing system developers may seek to push LEDs beyond 
manufacturer recommended drive conditions – finding an optimal ratio of lamp lifetime to curing 
speed.  In an effort to ensure that the market needs are achieved safely and sustainably, Seoul Viosys 
presents the results of internal studies, discussing how far the current density of its various UVA and 
UVC LED technologies can be pushed, and what can be done to further increase these limits. 
 
Introduction: 
 

As of 2022, manufacturers of UVA LEDs in the 385-405nm range have achieved wall plug 
efficiencies (WPE) beyond 60-80%. This can partially be attributed to the large contributions from 
visible lighting technology developments of the early 2000’s being more applicable to the structure of 
these LEDs - as the GaN layers do not absorb heavily above 365nm.1 However, as the “low hanging 
fruit” product improvements have been made already, the rate of improvement in recent years has 
decreased from the technology’s infancy stages. Rather than relying on the core UV LED technology 
improvements to yield faster throughputs for curing systems, it is increasingly practical to optimize the 
tradeoffs between system throughput and lamp life – both of which are a function of the UV source 
operating conditions. By cooling a system more aggressively, the UV source can be operated at a higher 
current density, but at the cost of lower LED lifetime.  

 
As these conditions are beyond the manufacturer recommendations, it is the duty of the design 

team implementing the components to validate the reliability of the UV source in their specific 
environment to determine if these optimizations can be applied safely. This paper suggests one method 
for narrowing the range of test conditions by analyzing thermal performance of the LED sources. 

 
UVC LEDs in the range of 260-280nm generally have WPE values <10%, but recent advances of 

silicone encapsulation materials are now enabling higher light extraction efficiency for DUV LEDs to 
enable higher than 10% efficiency by sacrificing lifetime.2,3 There is still much improvement to be made 
at the structural level, but testing of the component for tuning system current and thermal management 
parameters is still advisable. Thermal management is even more critical with UVC devices as much of 
the power consumption must be dissipated as heat. As such, material selection from the package level 
down to the thermal interface material must be acknowledged as a critical factor for device performance. 
This paper further illustrates the point by testing various thermal interface materials on a UVC module 
to demonstrate the significant performance impact.  



UVA Experimental Setup: 
 
For the UVA portion of this experiment, the emitters tested were Seoul Viosys CMC-FSCA-

COVA and CMC-FSCA-COVB modules. The CMC-FSCA-COVA is a 405nm module utilizing with a 
form factor of 25mm x 32mm which contains a cluster of 48 Wafer Integrated Chip on Package 
(WICOP) die. The module is rated for up to 6.55A of forward current and 129.3W of power 
consumption. The CMC-FSCA-COVB is the same module, but with 395nm emitters.  
 

Power was supplied via MeanWell HLG-185H-20a power supplies. For low range current test 
(3-10A), a single power supply was used, and for a high current test (6-14A), 2 power supplies were 
used in parallel. Craftsman 82337 and Southwire 12070T multi-meters in line with the power supplies 
were used to monitor the forward current. 

Because the irradiance values at high current were saturating the OL770 integration sphere 
sensors, it was decided to measure the irradiance output of the module with a photodetector at an 
appropriate distance from the source such that the greatest irradiance levels would not saturate the 
readings. It was experimentally determined that 45cm would be sufficient, so an ILT2400 with 
SET100/U cosine corrected sensor was mounted normal to the emitter at a distance of 45cm.  

 
The module was cooled via a Watercool HEATKILLER IV cooling block maintained at 2°C by 

a Fisher Scientific ISOTEMP 4100 R20 chiller - utilizing a mixture of antifreeze and water flowing at 
17 liters per minute. The thermal interface material used between the cooling block and the module was 
Wakefield-Vette 126-4 Non-Silicone.  

Figure 2: Test Setup 

  

Figure 1: CMC-FSA-COVA Module 



UVA Test Procedure: 
 

Some preliminary testing was done on the maximum capacity of the cooling system to determine 
if steady state temperature conditions on the modules could be held. At 6A, PCB temperatures could be 
maintained at 70°C, but above 8A, the cooling capacity of our system was overwhelmed and thermal 
runaway was noted, so a hybrid testing method was decided upon. The testing procedure was performed 
quickly (<60 seconds per test with <6 seconds per data point) to emulate a pulse test, but not allowed to 
cool between readings to approximate real-world conditions as close as possible.  

For the test, the cooling system was powered on and the cooling block temperature was allowed 
to stabilize at 2°C. Next, power was supplied to the modules and the power supply’s potentiometer was 
adjusted until the inline multi-meter output read the desired current set point. The irradiance was 
recorded. The current was then stepped up in 1 Amp increments until the limit of the power supply was 
reached. Then, another test was performed with an additional power supply was connect in parallel. The 
process was repeated with a higher current set point to achieve values as high as 14A. Several data 
points were taken at overlapping current set points to validate the results. This entire process was done 
with both 405nm and 395nm modules.  

The modules were re-mounted and tested multiple times to make sure the thermal interface was 
not affecting the results, and there was less than 5% difference in each data point. 
 
UVA Results & Discussion: 
 

The CMC-FSCA-COVA modules in low power mode had relatively little issues handling up to 
10A – staying nearly linear. In high power mode, the droop was more severe and appears to peak in the 
range of 14-16A. For the CMC-FSCA-COVB module, a significant power drop was noted before 10A. 
In high power mode, this module yielded decreasing irradiance performance beyond 10A. 

 

 
Figure 3: 405nm vs 395nm Relative Irradiance vs Forward Current 

 
 Beyond 8A, a significant difference was observed between the derating of the 405nm and 395nm 
modules. This difference is partially attributed to slightly higher internal absorption of the GaN at 395 vs 
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405nm. With less energy absorption generating heat, the thermals can be pushed harder for 405nm die at 
similar current densities.  

UVC Experimental Setup: 
 

For the UVC testing, Seoul Viosys CMW-FSC-COGA modules were tested with 16 WICOP die 
in the 275±5nm wavelength range. This module has a 20mm x 20mm form factor with aluminum core 
substrate. These modules are rated for up to 23.5W of power consumption with a maximum 800mA 
forward current. 

 
 

Graph Legend Thermal Interface Thermal Conductivity 
Thermal Paste Wakefield Type 126 grease 0.69 W/m-K 

Thermal Tape 
 AI AIKENUO thermal 

tape(0.15mm) 1.5 W/m-K 

Silicone Pad 1 
3M Interface Pad 5591 (1mm) (re-

usable) 1.0 W/m-K 

Silicone Pad 2 
 AI AIKENUO Silicone Pad 

(1.5mm) (re-usable) 6.0 W/m-K 

Graphite Pad 
Innovation Cooling IC Graphite 

Thermal Pad (0.2mm) (re-usable) 35 W/m-K 
Table 1: Thermal Interface Materials 

The various thermal interface materials selected to use between a Dell 13G075182010DE fan 
cooled heat sink and the module above are shown in Table 1: Thermal Interface Materials. The modules 
were powered with a Keithley 2400 power supply and the radiant flux was measured in an Optronic 
Labs OL770 integrating sphere.  
 
UVC Test Procedure: 
 

The Keithly 2400 and OL770 were automated to supply the power and take the measurements at 
set current intervals up to 1000mA using a custom designed LabVIEW program. Using pulse testing 
with automatic integration time (100-500ms), the current was stepped up and the radiant flux recorded to 
a text file. The test was repeated with the 5 different thermal interface methods shown above. 
 

Figure 4: CMD-FSC-COGA Module 



UVC Results & Discussion: 
 

Figure 5: Effects of Thermal Interface Material on UVC Module Performance 

 It can be seen that thermal paste and graphite pad performed the best with no negative slopes for 
the current range being tested. The thermal tape out-performed the Silicone Pad 2 – despite having a 
lower thermal conductivity and the thermal paste exceeded the performance of the Graphite Pad with 
better thermal conductivity as well. This is likely due to the nature of soft, conformable, but non-
reusable materials being able to achieve better contact surface area under the aluminum substrate.  
Silicone Pad 1 had the worst performance under these test conditions with a peak irradiance around 
700mA. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

The investment made for thermal management of UV lamp sources will directly impact the 
performance and throughput of curing systems. Using similar techniques to the methods shown above to 
yield the irradiance vs forward current relationship for specific cooling parameters can help to identify 
the peak performance a system can achieve and help to narrow down the range of test conditions for 
lifetime validation. For example, with the 405nm modules on the cooling set up above, the data justifies 
eliminating current values above 16A from further testing. With the 395nm module, the data supports 
eliminating a current values above 10A from further testing.  For the UVC module, depending on 
thermal interface material, the test data supported max testing ranges from around 700mA to above 1A. 
Knowing this information will allow system designers to save time and resources on experimental 
testing by focusing only on the valuable data. 
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